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What if you could influence your own work environment any way you like 
and adjust it according to your personal mood and need of the moment? 
What if you could freely regulate density and distance in space and 
organize your own clean air on the spot? 

Office Rickshaw is a human centered, nomadic workstation design that 
enables it's user(s) personal influence and control, in a fun and playful 
way. This workstation is equipped with smart technology and a powerful 
rechargeable battery, providing sufficient energy for a full day of wireless 
work. Combined with an app on a smartphone you can organize your 
own personal workspace experience.

Office Rickshaw | Movable Workstation
A one-size-fits-all corporate workspace doesn’t seem to benefit many 
people. The rickshaw offers full customization of the workplace to it's 
user. Different work postures are possible; a low seat and a standing 
position with table top and brainstorm board. Different styles and colors 
can be chosen according to one's personal preference and style.   
 
Special feature of the rickshaw is it's shapeshifting option. By opening 
the side panel it can arch it's back like a cat, unfolding it's felt interiors, 
claiming space and distance in a clear but gentle manner, showing to be 
temporarily unavailable for interaction.

The rickshaw can be deployed in various situations. It can be used as a 
kind of personal spaceship to navigate through and occupy architectural 
spaces. Combined with intelligence this opens a new perspective on 
interior design where final decisions can be made during the 
occupational process. Maybe also spaces that would normally not be 
suitable for workspaces like semi heated atriums or historic buildings 
with low insulation values now can become interesting to use.
In it’s most basic form the rickshaw can be used in a private house to 
disconnect temporarily from family life when in need of focus.


